
Compose®  ConnectionsTM 



To move forward, you have to move       
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Support Preferred Postures
With freestanding, height-adjustable tables,  people 
can sit or stand while staying connected. 
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For many of us, work varies day by day—sometimes hour by hour. Accommodating distinct workstyles is 

fundamental to creating spaces that perform. Today’s diverse, dynamic workforces thrive when desks and 

devices are untethered, allowing people to work, meet, think, and move in the ways they like best.

Provide Individualized Options
One shape-shifting toolkit suits a full 
spectrum of workstyles and preferences. 

Connect Visually and Physically
Easily integrate Active Components™ and  
X Series® storage, and Belong™ accessories. 



Reimagine your space       
Because your organization’s culture—and org chart—are 

not etched in stone, a smart environment should be able 

to adapt from day to day and over the longer arc of your 

evolution. People can adjust mobile and height-adjustable 

elements to support collaboration or ergonomic needs, 

and when it’s time, the organization can reconfigure with 

minimal downtime.
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Designed for Collaboration
Intermingle larger group worksurfaces as a setting 
for unplanned ideation and sharing.

A More Open Plan 
Delineate space with an airy, off-the-floor 
look that opens the whole environment.
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A Flexible Foundation 
A robust functional work rail top trim 
supports worksurfaces, Intuity™ screens,  
and Active Components™ elements.

Sparking Innovation, Naturally      
When coworkers striving toward a common goal connect and innovate, you 
can feel the energy. Collaboration yields brilliant surprises, made possible 
by colleagues interacting naturally and spontaneously throughout the day. 
Certainly, they need space in which to focus and execute as well, but as in all 
things, balance and opportunity are key. 



Big ideas taking shape       
Designed to add flexibility, spontaneity, and lightness to the open plan, Compose 

Connections brings an all-new dimension to Compose® panel-based systems and 

the Haworth Integrated Palette™.                 A spine-based system independent of surrounding 

infrastructure, Compose Connections puts power, data, and colleagues within easy 

reach, no matter how they prefer to work. 
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Plug in Anywhere
Power and data are minimally intrusive, 
yet always within easy reach. 

Great Application Versatility
Freed of infrastructure constraints, Compose Connections  
provides exceptional planning flexibility.



For more information call 800.344.2600 or 616.393.3000.
Download additional copies at haworth.com.
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